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Denim brand Levi's  has  joined Miu Miu in its  lates t upcycling effort. Image credit: Miu Miu
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Prada-owned Miu Miu and U.S. denim brand Levi's are partnering on the luxury brand's latest upcycling effort.

The partnership will market a collection of reworked Levi's denim with Miu Miu embellishments. The Miu Miu x
Levi's partnership takes influence from the 1980s and 1990s eras, featuring men's 501 jeans and trucker hats
customized with embroidery, crystals and pearls.

"No two pieces in the collection are the same. Reimagined through the Miu Miu lens, the lives of garments worn and
loved in the past are extended, refreshed renewed," Miu Miu said, in a statement.

Miu Miu x Levi's 
This is the latest push for Miu Miu's Upcycled program which began last year. The collection of reworked vintage
pieces built around precious, anonymous finds, dating from the thirties to the eighties, sourced from vintage
clothing stores and markets worldwide.

The new partnership, featuring floral embellishments and pink-colored gems, will offer pieces ranging from $980 to
5,800. The campaign stars actor Emma Corrin and models Lila Moss and Georgia Palmer.

The lives of garments worn and loved in the past are extended, refreshed - renewed.
#UpcyledByMiuMiu in collaboration with Levi's  .#EmmaCorrin portrayed by #JohnnyDufort

Creative direction by @MMParisDotCom

Stying by #LottaVolkova#LevisxMiuMiu pic.twitter.com/K4a2L6Z1DH

Miu Miu (@MIUMIUofficial) May 4, 2021

The collection's designs will be officially unveiled at London's Selfridge's and Shanghai's IAPM later this month.
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Miu Miu x Levi's will be available online on Miu Miu's website, select Miu Miu stores and the Dover Street Market in
Los Angeles starting May 24.

Miu Miu is the latest luxury brand to collaborate with Levi's in a vintage effort, as the denim brand is already having a
busy 2021.

Italian fashion label Valentino and Levi's have teamed for a limited run of jeans designed by creative director
Pierpaolo Piccioli. The Levi's for Valentino launch features the Vintage 517 and Vintage 517 Re-Edition jeans, as
each denim style is available for both men and women, with special packaging and labeling to distinguish the
pieces as part of the collaboration (see story).
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